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Decontamination of chemical and biological warfare „CBW… agents using
an atmospheric pressure plasma jet „APPJ …*

H. W. Herrmann,†,a) I. Henins, J. Park, and G. S. Selwyn
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~Received 19 November 1998; accepted 14 December 1998!

The atmospheric pressure plasma jet~APPJ! @A. Schütze et al., IEEE Trans. Plasma Sci.26, 1685
~1998!# is a nonthermal, high pressure, uniform glow plasma discharge that produces a high velocity
effluent stream of highly reactive chemical species. The discharge operates on a feedstock gas~e.g.,
He/O2/H2O!, which flows between an outer, grounded, cylindrical electrode and an inner, coaxial
electrode powered at 13.56 MHz rf. While passing through the plasma, the feedgas becomes excited,
dissociated or ionized by electron impact. Once the gas exits the discharge volume, ions and
electrons are rapidly lost by recombination, but the fast-flowing effluent still contains neutral
metastable species~e.g., O2* , He* ! and radicals~e.g., O, OH!. This reactive effluent has been shown
to be an effective neutralizer of surrogates for anthrax spores and mustard blister agent. Unlike
conventional wet decontamination methods, the plasma effluent does not cause corrosion and it does
not destroy wiring, electronics, or most plastics, making it highly suitable for decontamination of
sensitive equipment and interior spaces. Furthermore, the reactive species in the effluent rapidly
degrade into harmless products leaving no lingering residue or harmful by-products. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~99!91405-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The use of chemical or biological warfare~CBW! agents
in either a domestic terrorist attack or military conflict is
growing threat. This has been made particularly evident
the 1995 sarin nerve gas attack on the Tokyo subway an
the threat of CBW in both the Persian Gulf and the Kore
peninsula. To counter the possible use of these hor
agents, an effective decontamination~decon! defense is
needed to reduce the lingering effects of such an attack.

A new approach to this challenging problem relies up
the use of a novel, low temperature, atmospheric pres
plasma source to produce chemically reactive, fast-flow
fluents that are capable of rapidly destroying a broad sp
trum of CBW agents. The key to this approach is the Atm
spheric Pressure Plasma Jet~APPJ!,1–5 which produces
short-lived reactive species and propels them onto the c
taminated surface. The APPJ technology may be tuned
decontamination of large areas, such as airfields and s
using relatively high-power application, or at much low
powers for decon of sensitive equipment~e.g., electronics,
optics, avionics!, the interiors of military vehicles~e.g.,
tanks, planes, ships! and quite possibly, even personnel.

Traditional decontamination of CBW agents involv
use of ‘‘wet’’ solutions, such as bleaches or Decontami
tion Solution #2~DS2!. This requires storage, transport, a
disposal of large volumes of hazardous chemicals. As the
of this existing decon approach also requires release of l
amounts of these chemicals into the environment, one of
highest research priorities in reactive decontamination

*Paper F3I2.1 Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.43, 1704~1998!
†Invited Speaker.
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been to identify environmentally ‘‘green’’ decontaminants6

Another major problem is that the current decon chemic
are corrosive to materials such as metals, plastics, rub
paint, leather, and perhaps the most troublesome, skin.
this reason, ‘‘wet’’ decon methods are not acceptable for
on sensitive equipment, restricting their use in mission cr
cal areas, such as command and control spaces, aircraft
gars and vehicle interiors. In addition, long exposure tim
typically 30 min, are needed for wet methods to be effecti

A replacement decon technology is needed that is
pable of selective and quickdestructionof CBW agents, is
preferably all-dry, does not require mass storage, is ea
transported, does not affect personnel or sensitive equipm
is environmentally sound, and which can penetrate sm
cracks and porous materials. Potential alternatives to
chemistry include ionizing and nonionizing radiation, the
mal and ultrasonic energy, and reactive gases such as t
produced by plasmas.7 Most of these technologies suffe
from significant shortcomings, as demonstrated in Table
The use of ionizing radiation, such asg-ray, requires highly
radioactive sources, such as Co-60. This is best done
heavily shielded fixed facility and is not easily implement
in the field. Also, this method can prove destructive to s
sitive equipment. Nonionizing radiation, such as UV, r
quires line-of-sight application and can be quite time co
suming. Application of thermal energy can also be qu
slow at the temperature limits required to avoid damage
sensitive equipment and typically only evaporates C
agents without destroying them, allowing condensation
downwind surfaces. Ultrasonic removal of surface conta
nants is neither fast nor dry. Until recently, plasmas co
only meet a fraction of these requirements because of
severe limitation imposed by vacuum operation and the
4 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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2285Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 6, No. 5, May 1999 Herrmann et al.
ficiencies of existing atmospheric pressure discharges. H
ever, the APPJ has the potential to meet all of them. A U
Air Force Armstrong Laboratory report on BW counterme
sures concluded that ‘‘the pulsed corona discharge rea
may have potential as a countermeasure, but its ability
destroy appropriate agents remains to be demonstrated.
is a high risk, but potentially high pay-off modality.’’7 The
current study intends to demonstrate that the APPJ sh
have even greater potential and less risk for development
application than corona and other types of plasma
charges.

Sec. II describes the laboratory scale APPJ used
these studies. The experimental methods and the CBW s
lation agents are discussed in Sec. III. Section IV gives
results of exposures of these CBW simulants using the AP
The discussion in Sec. V compares these results to thos
other plasma-based systems. Section VI discusses fu
work, and Sec. VII provides a summary of the results.

II. THE ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE PLASMA JET
„APPJ …

The design and operation of the APPJ have been
cussed in greater detail elsewhere1–5 and are only briefly
summarized here for completeness. The capacitively cou
APPJ, shown schematically in Fig. 1, consists of two coax
electrodes between which a feedgas flows at high rate. T
cal APPJ parameters used in this decon study are liste
Table II. RF power at 13.56 MHz applied to the center el
trode accelerates free electrons and causes the gas to
down, initiating a spatially uniform discharge. The energe
electrons undergo inelastic collisions with the feed gas, p

FIG. 1. Cylindrical design of the APPJ.

TABLE I. Characteristics of existing and potential decontamination te
nologies~d5good,g5fair, s5poor!
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ducing excited state molecules and atoms~e.g., metastables!,
free radicals, and additional ion–electron pairs. These che
cally active species exit the nozzle at high velocity and i
pinge on a surface, where they can react with the conta
nant. The ions and electrons, however, quickly recomb
outside the jet and are probably not active in surface dec
tamination under these conditions.

Stable operation of the APPJ requires the use of a ca
feedgas such as helium to avoid arcing and to produc
homogeneous, nonthermal discharge at atmospheric p
sure. To this carrier, small quantities of other gases
added, such as oxygen, to produce the chemically active
cies. Oxygen introduction, typically up to 3%, actually im
proves the stability of the discharge. Of particular impo
tance is the generation of reactive metastables@e.g.,
O2(

1Dg)#, which are relatively long-lived~;10–100 ms! ex-
cited states of molecules and atoms that can be transpo
many tens of centimeters at the nozzle exit velocity. Ev
taking into account the slowing of the gas flow due to e
pansion and mixing with air, these reactive species can
be easily projected several tens of centimeters to surfa
beyond the nozzle. Perhaps of equal importance is the
duction of atomic oxygen, the lifetime of which has be
inferred to be on the order of 1.0 ms, allowing these spec
to be propelled over 10 cm given high enough gas flow r
and nozzling.

III. METHODS AND MATERIALS

A. Biological decon

Biological warfare agents consist of spore forming ba
teria ~e.g., Anthrax!, vegetative bacteria~e.g., Plague, E.
coli!, viruses~e.g., Small Pox, Yellow Fever!, and biotoxins
~e.g., Ricin, Botox!.7 Bacterial spores, such asBacillus an-
thracis ~BA! commonly known as Anthrax, are general
considered the most difficult to decontaminate and repre
one of the greatest BW threats. For this reasonBacillus glo-
bigii ~BG! spores, a relatively benign microorganism requ
ing the minimum of Biosafety Levels~i.e., BL1!, were cho-
sen as a surrogate for BA.

Exposure samples were prepared by inoculat
;107 BG spores suspended in 10ml of water onto a glass

-TABLE II. Typical APPJ parameters.

RF frequency 13.56 MHz
RF power 250 W
Plasma power density 35 W/cm3

Discharge voltage 320Vrms

Electron density ;1011 cm23

Electron temperature ;3–4 eV
He flow 92 slpm
O2 flow 0.72 slpm
Gas velocitya,b 43 m/s
Effluent temperatureb 150 °C
Ozone densityb ;131015 cm23

Atomic oxygen densityb ;531015 cm23

Metastable oxygen (O2
1Dg) densityb ;531015 cm23

aUsing 8 mm diam nozzle.
bMeasured or estimated at nozzle exit.
license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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coupon and allowing it to dry, forming a spot;5 mm in
diameter. The coupon is then placed on a stage at a kn
distance from the 8 mm diameter exit nozzle of the plas
jet. The APPJ is run at experimental conditions for 2 min
allow preheating and passivating of the electrodes, and
dried sample spot is then placed in the plasma effluent f
measured length of time. Temperature measurements
made before and after sample exposure using a thermoco
mounted on a blank glass slide. After exposure, the sp
and debris are removed from the glass coupon by sonica
into a potassium phosphate buffer. This spore/debris sus
sion is then serially diluted onto 1.5% nutrient agar~DIFCO!
plates and incubated at 30 °C for 20 h. After incubation,
resulting colony forming units~CFU! are counted and com
pared to control cultures in order to determine decontam
tion efficacy.

B. Chemical decon

Toxic chemical warfare agents consist primarily of bl
ter agents~e.g., Mustards and Lewisite!, nerve agents@e.g., V
agents~VX ! and G agents~Tabun, Sarin, Soman!#, choking
agents~e.g., Phosgene!, and blood agents~e.g., Hydrogen
Cyanide!.8 The most persistent, and therefore those mos
need of decon, are Sulfur Mustard and VX, thus chem
simulants were chosen for these two CW agents. The si
lant chosen for Sulfur Mustard (ClCH2CH2SCH2CH2Cl) was
2-chloroethyl phenyl sulfide (C6H5SCH2CH2Cl), also known
as phenyl half-mustard, since it contains the – SCH2CH2Cl
arm of mustard attached to a phenyl group. Malathion
commercially available pesticide, was chosen as a simu
for VX.

Chemical tests were conducted in a fashion similar to
biological tests with the following exceptions. Five micro
ters of neat chemical simulant were placed onto a 6 mm
diameter piece of filter paper~#3 Whatman!, which was then
placed upon a glass coupon. The filter paper was use
hold a sizable quantity of simulant in the effluent of t
plasma jet, since a 5ml drop placed directly onto glas
tends to pool on the opposite end of the coupon from wh
the effluent is applied. A wire clip was used to hold the filt
paper in place. After exposure, the samples are eluted
ml methanol and analyzed by gas chromatography/m
spectrometer~GC/MS!. To identify volatile by-products, a
gas sample is drawn through a Tenax sorbent tube placed;3
cm from the exit nozzle during selected exposures. The
bent tube is subsequently thermally desorbed into
GC/MS and the volatile by-products identified.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Biological decon

Figure 2 contains kill curves for dried BG spores e
posed to plasma and hot gas. The vertical axis is the lo
the ratio of the number of viable spores remaining~N! to the
control number of;107 (N0). For each set of six sample
run, an untouched control was also analyzed to giveN0 . A
total kill of 107 spores is plotted as27 logs. The hot gas
comparison curve was generated by blowing heated fee
Downloaded 25 Jul 2006 to 140.140.58.13. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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through the APPJ~without initiating a plasma! at the same
composition and flow rate used to generate the plasma cu
Each exposed sample was plated twice and each expo
condition was conducted three times, as represented by
hollow symbols in Fig. 2, to test reproducibility. The mea
value of these three exposures is plotted as the solid symb

The decimal reduction value~D!, the time required to
reduce the viable spore population by a factor of 10, is fou
to be about 4.5 s for plasma exposure under the condition
Fig. 2. This is ten times faster than hot gas at the sa
temperature of 175 °C, a speed advantage which is foun
increase with decreasing temperature. TheD value obtained
for hot gas is consistent with values obtained for BA spo
exposed to dry heat.9

Operation of the plasma at sufficient power to attain
sample temperature of 175 °C required 50% more in
power as compared to the input power required for resis
heating of the gas to reach the same temperature. Some
tion of this excess power goes into generating the reac
species of metastable and atomic oxygen through elec
impact excitation and dissociation, allowing a much fas
kill rate requiring less energy input through this chemic
means. Under these experimental conditions, the plasma
tained the same level of kill as hot gas with only 15% of t
energy input.

It was determined that if the oxygen is removed from t
plasma discharge, the results become consistent with
purely thermal effect of hot gas, indicating that it is reacti
oxygen species that are responsible for the increased kill r
Also, plasma UV radiation has been eliminated as a sign
cantly modality through experiments in which the plasm
effluent was blocked by a quartz window but UV and he
were allowed to reach the spores. This observation is con
tent with results in the literature that show that dried spo
are highly resistant to U.V.10

Figure 3 depicts the effect of actively cooling the rf ele
trode. The solid center electrode used in the uncooled c
was replaced with a water-cooled hollow electrode of
same external dimensions. Nearly twice as much rf pow
was required in the cooled case to obtain the same temp
ture as in the uncooled case. This resulted in a signific

FIG. 2. Plasma and hot gas BG kill curves; sample temp5175 °C ~hot gas
power'200 W, plasma power'300 W! exposure distance50.5 cm, He
flow592 slpm, O2 flow50.72 slpm, electrode gap50.16 cm.
license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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increase in kill efficacy at lower temperatures. For instan
;2 log improvement was obtained at 100 °C. However,
higher temperatures little or no improvement was obtained
is hypothesized that the production of reactive species s
rates at some level of rf power, above which only a therm
dependence remains. These results show that the temper
and kill effectiveness of the APPJ effluent can be decoup
implying that the effluent temperature may be reduced
ther while maintaining its reactivity. This is attractive,
reduced effluent temperature provides further opportunity
decontamination technology, including the use of plasma
fluent to decontaminate field personnel. This offers a cl
advantage over the corrosive solutions~typically bleach! cur-
rently used for personnel decon.

B. Chemical decon

As seen in Fig. 4, plasma exposures of the Sulfur M
tard simulant results in removal rates similar to that of h
gas. However, analysis of the volatile products shows
the effect of hot gas is simple evaporation, which wou
allow the agent to condense out on downwind surfaces
the plasma case, however, none of the original simulant
detected during the thermal desorption of the sorbent tu
Instead only oxidized simulant was found, indicating co
plete chemical conversion~i.e., .5 log reduction! of the
original agent. Tentatively identified compounds inclu
2-chloroethyl phenyl sulfone (C6H5SO2CH2CH2Cl) and Phe-
nyl vinyl sulfone (C6H5SO2CHCH2).

The results of exposures involving the VX simulan
malathion, are shown Fig. 5. Note that N/N0 is plotted on
vertical axis; not log(N/N0). The difficulty in decontamina
ing VX is revealed by the removal of,90% of the simulant
at temperatures below 175 °C. However, the plasma ex
sure results in removal starting at temperatures as low
50 °C, whereas removal does not begin for hot gas u
120 °C. Furthermore, hot gas only results in evaporation
the sample, not chemical conversion, as was also obse
for the mustard simulant. In contrast, plasma exposure
sults in oxidation as evidenced by the thermal desorption
sorbent tubes sampling exposures at 170 °C. The majorit

FIG. 3. Plasma~cooled and uncooled center electrode! and hot gas BG kill
effectiveness vs temperature; exposure time530 s, exposure
distance50.5 cm, He flow592 slpm, O2 flow50.72 slpm, electrode
gap50.16 cm.
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the chemically-converted volatile products have been te
tively identified as Malaoxon, an oxidized form o
Malathion. As this product resembles VX more so th
Malathion, it may not be a suitable oxidation product, thou
it also is not clear what the chemical conversion product
VX might be.

V. DISCUSSION

Several studies have investigated the effects of plas
on bacteria primarily for sterilization applications. The
studies have included other glow discharges, including l
pressure discharges and the one atmosphere uniform
discharge plasma~OAUGDP!. Other nonthermal atmo
spheric pressure discharges, such as corona, as well as
mal atmospheric pressure discharges as produced by
have also been studied. The production of atomic oxyg
and ozone, as well as the resultingD values~defined in Sec.
IV A ! for BG or similar spores exposed to these discharg
are summarized in Table III.

As seen in Table III, the APPJ produces much larg
fluxes of reactive species than are obtainable in low pres
glow discharges, presumably due to the larger numbe
precursors available to produce these species. The bes
portedD value resulting from a low pressure~;0.1 Torr! rf
~35 MHz! hydrogen peroxide discharge is on the order of

FIG. 4. Mustard simulant removal vs temperature; exposure time530 s,
exposure distance50.5 cm, He flow590 slpm, O2 flow50.6 slpm, electrode
gap50.16 cm.

FIG. 5. VX simulant removal vs temperature; exposure time530 s, expo-
sure distance50.5 cm, He flow590 slpm, O2 flow50.6 slpm, electrode
gap50.16 cm.
license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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s.11,12 However, unlike low-pressure discharges, the AP
does not require that the contaminated equipment or mat
fit inside a vacuum chamber.

The one atmosphere uniform glow discharge plas
~OAUGDP!, similar to the APPJ in that it produces a un
form glow discharge at atmospheric pressure, has also b
examined for sterilization applications.13,14 The primary dif-
ferences between the APPJ and OAUGDP is that the la
operates in the audio frequency range~;5 kHz!, rather than
rf, and it requires that at least one of the electrodes be c
ered by dielectric~similar to a dielectric barrier discharge!
resulting in markedly different discharge characteristic3

The OAUGDP operates at a much lower plasma power d
sity than the APPJ,;0.1 W/cm3 vs ;50 W/cm3, respec-
tively, allowing it to operate close to ambient temperatur
Although the APPJ produces higher temperatures, these
peratures can be maintained in an acceptable range for
decon applications~e.g., 50–300 °C!. It is inferred that the
OAUGDP produces much lower densities of reactive spe
as a result of the lower power density. The OAUGDPD
value shown in Table III is a result of placing the object to
sterilized between closely spaced~i.e., 1–5 cm! electrodes
located within a chamber. Although the chamber does
need to be pumped down as would otherwise be required
a vacuum chamber, the size and shape of the object t
decontaminated is severely constrained by the electr
spacing. The fast flowing effluent of the APPJ places
reaction zone downstream of a nozzle, allowing applicat
to all accessible surfaces. Downstream application of
OAUGDP effluent, which would allow time for ions an
electrons to recombine and for reactive species to deca
react, would likely significantly reduce its kill effectivenes
even further.

Corona discharges are spatially localized regions
breakdown occurring in highly inhomogeneous elect
fields. For instance, a corona will form in the high elect
field near a sharp point on an electrode. Corona discha
require application of a large voltage with very little curre
being drawn between the electrodes. The APPJ produ
several orders of magnitude larger densities of atomic o
gen than a corona discharge. While corona discharges
efficient producers of ozone, they are much less effectiv
producing the more reactive atomic oxygen. The homo
neous nature of the APPJ discharge is responsible for m
taining an appreciable concentration of atomic oxygen

TABLE III. Oxygen species densities and decimal reduction value~D!.

Typical density~cm23!

Source O O3 D ~s!

APPJ~175 °C! 1016 1015 4
Low-pressure discharge 1014 ,1010 20
OAUGDP ?a ?a 60
Corona 1012 b 1018 b 30
Arc 1018 ,1010 ,1
Dry heat~175 °C! ¯ ¯ 45

aNot reported.
bSpatial average.
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providing a continuous source of electrons for dissociation
oxygen and ozone. In the case of corona and dielectric
rier discharges, only a small fraction of the interelectro
volume contains a significant electron density at any giv
time, resulting in the depletion of atomic oxygen and t
build up of ozone. While ozone has shown some benefi
CBW decontamination, its long lifetime results in personn
and material corrosion hazards. The aim of the APPJ is
utilize the much more reactive and shorter lived atomic a
metastable oxygen species to produce a safer and mor
lective method of decon. TheD value for corona15 seen in
Table III is nearly an order of magnitude larger than that
the APPJ. Furthermore, this value is the result of plac
spore samples inside a chamber containing the discha
which again severely limits the nature and size of surfa
that can be deconed. It is assumed that dielectric barrier
charges, or silent discharges, due to similar reactive spe
production rates, would produce results very similar to c
rona.

Arcs are also characterized by spatially localized regio
of gaseous breakdown, but at very high electrical curre
Arcs generally operate near thermal equilibrium at high te
peratures~e.g., 3000–6000 °C!. While a plasma torch doe
produce copious amounts of reactive species as seen in T
III, these high temperatures would damage most surface
be decontaminated. The nonthermal nature of the APPJ
charge allows operation at temperatures at least an orde
magnitude lower than what is achievable in arc discharge
study using a similar thermal discharge, namely a las
initiated, inductively-coupled microwave discharge at atm
spheric pressure to sterilize 10 ml glass vials, resulted in
extremely shortD values.16 However, it was concluded tha
it was most likely the intense heat and burst of UV radiatio
not the reactive species, which was responsible for the
served sterilization. These high temperatures severely l
the operational usefulness of this decon method.

VI. FUTURE WORK

There are considerable scientific and technical ch
lenges that must be overcome in the development of a fi
able APPJ. On the physics side, an improved understan
of the plasma discharge physics is needed in order to o
mize the source and reactive species production. Atm
spheric pressure, uniform glow rf discharge is a new realm
plasma physics. APPJ discharge physics is now being m
eled which should enable prediction of basic processes s
as electron impact ionization, dissociation, and excitati
The ambiguity between atomic and metastable oxygen
be resolved experimentally and production of the more re
tive species will be optimized through proper selection
electrode geometry, applied electromagnetic frequen
source excitation, and feedgas composition. On the biol
side, we need to understand the neutralization mechanism
bacteria, viruses, and toxins in order to optimize decon e
ciency. This will entail studying the effect of the plasm
effluent on cell membranes, nucleic acids, and enzymes.
the chemistry side, alternate reactive feedgases and expo
conditions that can induce desired chemical changes wil
license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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explored. Also, actual CW agents, in particular VX, will b
studied at certified facilities to avoid the differences that
inherent with simulants.

On the engineering side, the APPJ must be scaled
The current laboratory prototype is only capable of decon
on the order of 10 cm2/min of anthrax or mustard, if the
contaminated surfaces exposed to the effluent must be
stricted to temperatures,200 °C. To be truly useful in the
field, the APPJ must be scaled up to achieve decon rate
the order of 0.1–1.0 m2/min, a 100–1000-fold increase
Scale up in size and power can probably account for a fa
of 100 and still result in a manageable hand held unit. Bu
is hoped that further improvements providing additional
ders of magnitude increase will result through use of al
nate feedgases, electrode geometries and rf frequency
excitation. Various feed gas compositions and flow rates
be modeled and tested to find the optimum mix betwe
plasma discharge characteristics and reactivity on C
agents. Possible reactive additives include H2, H2O, H2O2,
CF4, SF6 as well as the standard O2. These improvements
should allow reductions in the source effluent temperatu
which will help avoid damage to sensitive equipment wh
maintaining a relatively short exposure time.

APPJ results presented in this study were all conduc
at a stand-off distance of 0.5 cm. To be useful in the fie
this distance shall have to be extended to 5–50 cm with
significantly reducing the decontamination efficacy. Lif
times of the current reactive species should be sufficien
achieve this range with adequate feedgas flow rate and
zling. Alternatively, it may be possible to extend the lifetim
of these species or to find longer lived reactive species.

The use of the helium carrier gas must be minimiz
through such means as recirculation or replacement to re
the need to transport gas cylinders into the field. Heli
recirculation may take place within a closed or semi-clos
system. Recent results have shown that it may be possib
employ methods to produce stable operating windows
other carrier gases such as argon. Even if it is not possib
totally eliminate He in the discharge, it may be possible
substantially reduce its consumption through innovat
techniques involving electrode geometry and excitati
Clearly, an all-air discharge is also highly attractive. If po
sible, use of an air discharge will likely allow the capture a
treatment of off-gases to help avoid reaerosolization of
CBW agent and to improve process efficiency.

Ideally, the APPJ should be integrated with real-tim
sensors to facilitate identification of contaminated surfa
and to determine when the equipment is sufficiently dec
taminated and ready for reuse or redeployment. The us
the APPJ’s directed energy onto a surface should make s
troscopic techniques a possibility in identifying a broad sp
trum of CW agents and quite possibly even BW agents.

VII. SUMMARY

APPJ technology represents a promising and revolut
ary new technology for rapid decontamination of mater
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and personnel. By choosing the correct combination of e
tromagnetic frequency, electrode geometry, and feed
composition, the APPJ is capable of operating as a unifo
nonthermal discharge at atmospheric pressure. The A
produces a high density of highly reactive species at re
tively low temperatures, thereby combining the best featu
of arc and corona discharges. It has been shown to neutr
a variety of pathogen and toxin surrogates without gene
ing any harmful or toxic by-products. Because the APPJ
erates at low temperatures, it offers a viable and mu
needed method of decontaminating sensitive, critical equ
ment without causing damage.
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